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Getting Started

Begin your advance planning for the workshop by establishing someof the initial details, such iteniS as
date, place, and type of audience. (Sep Advance rOner,asiraple checklist for planning a Workshop,
pA.) Then begin studying the contents of this guidt by follOwing the G-U-I-DZ 'Steps outlined below:
Glance, Understand, Avail:gate, Develop,ina Edit.

f,
/counne:cnsevotnatcnaise-

Thiill veyousAjoi;iop.
litiiGiiidrçC

-Wean en you
- s-,

Un rstanarifoibe

AO dOCiiii) oatra.t
make:

yoUrvior4skfp pregetatm,*
t V .

Investigate.fpith*;1-04tyty
additiondreseiMi*IliffeTreirpr6leini;'----
or exPenti*/*Ith*H6*-4M0*-:::

,Develop additiog*cep:* moo*,
Wthicsli4 fibie4;',1;14§paiiholeilitincloit plgOt
aetiVitieS, or antiteMiesalting froM your
investnatmg activmes.

/

,Edit. LoOk Carefulli at the total Picture,-'

Begin planning as sow as possible. Even if you use only the materials in this Guide, the G-U4-1:0E
steps will take time and should be included in your planning. It is especially important to allow yourself
the opportunity to thoroughly explore and review the activities in the Workshop Outline so the pur-
pose and strategies for each aaivity will become more apparent to you. In addition, as you engage in
the activities, you are likely to discover that you need or want to try additional activities from several
sorrces. (See Section 6, Support Materials.) You may find that these materials are better suited to
your pardcultir workshop and, therefore, you may want to substitute them for other workshop materials
in earlier sections of this guide.

Advanced Skills Workshop Page 2
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Introduction/Overview
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(Please note: While this workshop is part of the onr.-hour workshop series,
their is enough material to extend it easily to one-and-a-half or even two
hours.)
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ICEBREAKER
s,

Procedure:

If you need a warm-up activity for the workshop pAirtiCiPants, apd if you have time and
space, for a get-up-and-move7around type iiiiiiti,;.:"OtribUte Opies. of IlandoUt 1, People
Search. this activity requires pastlicipants**Ik:WOUnd the ioOmfookirg kr people who
meet the criterii speCiried on tfie Pe Ole Seari,:h.hOliiiit.lhecriierra lie designed to help
participants compare and contrast differenktypeS,X thiOing. Affer ihey hiVesperit epough
time gathering information and Meeting *pie, the group back together totilifty dis-
cuss their observations and experiences during the adiirity.

Activity

"People Search"

Introduce yourself and desc-ibe your
association with Chapter I. Use "People
Search" (found at beginning of Handout
section) to encourage participants to inter-
act. (If you don't have time or space for
this activity, skip to the Opening Activity,
p.8.)

Advanced Skills Workshop Page 7



Opening Activity

a Introduce the workshop by stating that the first purpose of the workshop is to discuss what is meant

by "advanced skills" and why the concept is important.

Identify the second purpose as the presentation and discussion of ways that Chapter 1 teachers can
make the teacKsg of advanced *ins an integral part of their Chapter 1 instruction as well as a
complement to the instruction that stedents receive in the regular classroom.

Introduce the opening activity by asking participants to engage in a process that, for them, is
automatic and one that they take very much fa: granted: reading. Explain that you will use this
activity as a foundation on which to build workshop information. (Mit' this activity really helps
to set the tone and build a basis for the workshop, it can easily be deleted if time does not permit.)

Procedure:

1. Read the selection onspage 1 of the Handout "Discus Thrower." Note that there is
blank spa= next to the selection.

2. As you read the paiSage to yourself, make notes in the blank space about things that go
through your mind as you're reading. These "thinking notes" should be ones that are
stimulated by the passage itself, not ones that represent "wandering thoughts" if you
happen to get off task.

3. When you have finished, you will be asked to share some of your notes about the thinking
strategies you used when reading. (You will make notes about their comments on a blank
transparency, so it will be necessary to be prepared with a transparency and marker.)

INGEW

When all or most of the participants appear to be finished reading, ask them to share some of
their notes. If possible, you may want to try to organize this information on the overhead transpar-
ency according to thinking strategies. For example, thinking strategies (listed on T-2 ) may include.

- PREDICTING
- USING BACKGROUND

- MAKING MENTAL PICTURES

On the transparency you should not list these categorief but you might want organize the
comments with these st/ategies in mind. (This process the next discussion, but you can
also do it without going through the categoriiation and just listing them. Then when participants
discuss the strategies, they can find those on the list that reflect the particular strategy.)

Advanced Skills Workshop Page 8
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Display T-2: "Strategies used in
Thinkiiig Along"

Review the strategies listed and-tmd notes on the transpar-
ency liit deVeh *above that *fleet each cif thtrate-
gies. If yeni do nOttrictanexamplefora partibular Strat-
egy, ask the, Partioipants to think about whether they uted
the strategY.andlo ihare that infOrmatioa..:-(FOr example,
theymight not Make itcoMmehtthat indicateS t40-
"gutssed.the meaning of aWord". But if -you asktheai if
they did-that, they often recall an instance daring-their
reading when they did.)

Make the point that the strategies they used are "advanced
skills" or the ones that we want to help children to master
in order to be truly effective readers. Reiterate that one of
the purposes of the workshop is to discuss teaching strate-
gies that will make that possible.

Experiencing the workshop:
Encourage participants to think about their workshop experiences in three ways, as a:

experiencing the feeling
of satisfaction that comes
from successfully com-
pleting workshop
activities learning about advanced skills

and how to help students attain
them

f.

developing an awareness of
advanced skills and the
feeling of success that accom-
panies their attainment

Advanced Skills Workshop
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Workshqp Goals

Workshop Goals

As a rtsult *gags wogkshop, participants will:

I. usdavald terdraraa wk.* artraced
spealed II Omar I icauedaz

2. texas ball* irld) mod wart cd al& ican-
balm atd into apcctual widsaltlal tad* nal
atm*aj

3. Iwo sped& arattla fa !Avail Otravid
CUAL 1 lavan:dal.

It> -

DispIay-3: "yytT,ksho,..:,
Pr'id:n- 011:0 goals 91-#016i0P2.! PirAtir&*,
thstWnklia

slut
9u. r.

1191411,/, mew the:

tietthak

therY.P.*491)
and ch, 01.04

Make it Poittlita attend the'ivorki

Ont-hoiir Workshop

The one-hour works*01_11401411M 010004,411.**:,
search and practical iheori on aanced ocgrr ,

tll3nking**114; As'
workshop.- ,Orie:hour-iktile-4011#ntaqOurk?

of tir010-wlif6i.S,04 Pin Ptr,..SPItilgottinktiOn OnAki*ed
&kills in ttnkimiet.4#449*.P014.144-0*-50#41;01- :
and integnuethefindirieOf*entresearektinittnient
theory imo their instnierionarprae jets.

+.7

Three.hour Workshop

If additional dme is available, the length of the one-hour
workshop can easily be expanded to one-and-a-half hours
by using additional examples and illustrations,allowing
more time for discussion. In the one-hour Workshop,
four strategies are presented inn_very Isriefforifiat. The
three-hour workthop inlorporates addidontrategies,
and these are expanded further in the advh.ae-ed skills
modules.

Distribute Participant Handouts

Disuibute copies of the Participant Handouts. Reminl participants that most transparencies are
reproduced in smaller size in the handout, so they should not feel compelled to copy what appears
on the overhead projector screen. Explain that the workshop is divided by a discussion of the "why,

what, and wherefore of advanced skills."

Advanced Skills Workshop
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"Why

Skills?'
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PURPOSES OF CHAPIER I

To Improve the educational opportun itiee
of educationally deprived children by
helping them:

eumed In Ole reguter geognen

=In Grade 4.ftel madams!

Improve echervemant In bask and m ore
advanced !AIX

la Adttant -04.111e

rngts :Otn-c"-inr), j.!

t6a6itigra' 4.44)04
tateist 01.41Y4,41TPPI,RrPriVreCs y. t
engage in stiChicaching,-Partietilarly
grams.

Display T-5: "Purposes of
ChaOter 1"

Remind participants that under the reauthorization of

Chapter 1, it was deemed important to include language
that specifically states that improving achievement in
both basic and advanced skills must be a purpose of
Chapter 1 programs.

"Advanced skills" is defmed in Section 1471 of the
Mips= E. Hawkins-Roben T. Stafford Elementary
and Secondazy Seh6o1 Improvement Amendments of
1988 (Handout, p. 9):

'The teim 'more advanced skills' rams skills including
reasoning, analysis, inteipretation, problem-solving,
vad decision makingas they relate to the particular

subjects in which instruction is provided under pro-
grams supported by this chapter."

Advanced Skills Workshop Page 11
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Co#ensathry Itograms
focused althost exclusively

on lower order basic skills

Wo.1

inns
railitkbalati1 Anc%GstteAlaadeest, SS

Advanced Skills Workshop

Display T.7: "In theTast... "

Ramberg (1986) has stated tat instrnetion in chapter 1
programs is "defined by the wbrkbooks andjudged by
the'testsr The cutaidulum often sy_stematically.,under,
challenges" the disadvantaged Student. CoritinuOdrill
and repetition of basie skills limitsch4pteri siturenfe
opportimities to progress to more challengingtuatiiial.

Recent research indicates that the traditional emphasis on
drill and practice, isolatedreadingsk1ls,andmathfacts
in Chapter 1 instruction is unmotiiitingrand that effec-
tive reading and math instruction integrates advanced
thinking skills as inseparable from subject area content.

Display T-8: "Chapter 1
Students"

In 'Better Schooling for the Children of Poverty" (SRI,

1990), the point is made that disadvantaged students
.will be better able to meet the academic challenge
of school if "the academic program allows and encour-
ages students to draw and build on the experiences they
have, at the same time that it exposes them to unfamil-
iar experiences and ways of thinking.'-' It states further
that the culture of the schsia--the assumptions,.
expectations, and Ways-of doing things i school--
must be "made explicit to these students by teachers as
they explain and model these dimensions of academic
learning."

15
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PiktarOUTdifMN, glainag

The Facts
Studies show that acaeemically
disadvantaged students benefit
from the teaching of thinking
strategies.

Students do Dot remember,
especially over an extended
period, what is not meaningful
to them.

Studeats who come from a
background that is not rich in
la e need an enrkhed, not
an poverished curriculum.

r<14

ZraaMINMP.SeitS02, 4'A

Display T-9: "Myths about
Chapteri Students"

Identify some of rile tayths about Chapter 1 students that
netct to bt die:etc! :krd some of the strengths tt at need to
be env), aind. Programs for disadvantaged students
ne often couched in the perception that these learners
:ack information and intellectual facility. Knapp et al.
(1990) state that "a great deal of research and practice
has been predicafed on the assumption that 'disadvan-
taged' students are deficient in ways that influence
their performance in school." The assumptions about
these children locate the problem in the learner and
his or her background."

Display T40: "Facts about
Chapter 1 Students"

"The disadvantaged child brings to school speech
patterns, cognitive experiences, and behavior patterns
that do not match the way things are done in school"
(Knapp et al., 1990). They, therefore, face a difficult
learning task--learning the culture of the school at the
same time that they are trying to master the content.

Point out that recent cognitive research has found that
the beginning or "naive" learner actively develops
theories about the way the world works, just as the
advanced or expert learner does; it implies that disad-
vantaged students "come to school with more sophis-
tication and more active, inquiring minds than dIficit
models.may presume" (Knapp, 1990).

Advanced Skills Workshop Page 14
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"None of this is easy.
Our own history is our
enemy ."
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Display T-12: "None of this is u.

Mention several of the barriers, that liave odstediti-lpf:
educational system that have made 5)ur schools,cemarlik:*.
bly resistant to any efforts to include the teaching or
thinking. (See box on next page.)

Advanced Skills Workshop
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Barriers to Teaching thinking:
Questions tfitOnsider

Has our school system or society as a whole ever ;tally accepted the notion that
helping students to become independent thinkers should be a primarytedueafgata!
goal?

Public schools have inherited two educational traditions --one aimed at the education
of the elite and one aimed at the masses. Which has it followed more closely?

The first tradition has always embraced the teaching of higher order cognitive skills,
while the second has been concerned with the production of minimal levels :of
competence. How often have we had a "back to the basics" movement? The problein
is that in ow society there is a new definition of what is minimal competence or what
is basic.

The teaching of thinking has been viewed as something that is -distinct from, and
should follow "the basics". The idea seems to be that students must first be given a
solid foundadon in some enabling competencies and then they can be taught to think.
Investigators now challenge this notion by arguing that the basics and Oinking are not,
in pracdce, separate; or to put it another way, that thinking is bask to the basics.

(Nickerson)

Emphasize importance of understanding that what is new about the current growing interest in
the teaching of higher-order cognitive sldlls in the public schools is not the inclusion of thinldng,,
problem solving, and reasoning in someone's school curriculum but the idea that these things
should be included in everyone's curriculum (Resnick, 1987).

QUESTIONS
Do we really want students
to think?

Do we want them to becom
more critical and more quest-
ioning and less likely to accept
things at face value?

Do we want more critical de-
bate and less reliance on the
teacher?

Display T.13: "Questions to ask
Ourselves"

Point out that teachers must ask themselves impor-
tant questions before they approach the teaching of
thinking.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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Activity

Piviat

"Thinking Words"

Brainstorm briefly with the group the words that,,1
they have beard associated with thinking. List
these on a chalkboard or blank transparency if
you wish. Discuss how people heard these terni,
what they think they mean, and how they have-
used strategies represented by these terms in their.
instruction.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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to Mention that while it is not very productive or useful to get lost in a web ofjargon,,

agenizing over what 'terms to use ordelming,40kOitioq,**qa#4,1* have come
into common uSe are, infacti:very 4sefOr ar141,01d**090,2*-§4figc*ifftf404ing.
A good example is "metacognition", aword-ihatis discuSiedin detail:ad in the
workshop.

a Note also that many researchers have devised frameworks for organizing categories of
thinking skills, the "grandfather" being "Bloom's Taxolomy.

Point out that each of these frameworks has benefits and limitationa and that it is unlikely
that choosing one over another will make a significant difference in children's learning.

..; s....,,', "WARk:";:';',>;',:','",,i'.6,Ms4.-;-VWM:',,P,..i.Wr(;ir.

,t

K'SS

;
l/
A.;V
q
...

',,.1

"0

....

"Just as long as we know we're

talking about Ihinking'...

a skill that needs to be matured

numffed in a way that goes

beyond our typical classroom

activities ...

then we know we are evolvinz

mid the process can begin."

,

,
. "

,.

,,6
........,...40,.... z, 4.... ,.......:......,.........,,,,,. .....,, ),<PAKT 4,-,

Display T-15: "Just as long as we
know ..."

Discuss the importance of knowing that thinking must
be included in the curriculum. As long as teaehers
give consideration to the skills of strategies included in
such frameworksthat they think about thinking and
begin to structure their teaching in ways that incor-
porate the teaching of thinking.

N State that in the interest of presenting some well-organized ideas for integrating advamed

skills in Chapter 1 teaching, the framework developed in the ASCD publication,
Dimensions of Thinking, was chosen to serve that purpose.

Refer participants to the pandovt, pages 10-13, to review the outline from the ASCD
'frameWork that is being used., .

1114'. ,
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4Play T46 " 110:000:Sof

Os*, it
should be treated as aool for nagnient by

_

objecvs." .,,4****41.7_143:fit Aki#,$:*ould
4044 skills that

by studenti Oneittit tide.

Encourage participants to review the outlipe often in
order to give consideration to the types of thinldhg they
should encourage in their students and integrate in their

teaching.

Explain that the remainder of the workshop is dedicated to an elaboration of four of the

strategies listed under the fffst four categories of the framework.

Mention also that the thinking strategies and teaching procedures presented are structured
around the idea of a "thematic unit." Explain that focusing on a theme and organizing
instruction around this theme is a viable approach for Chapteff 1 teachers and one that will
help them move away from the idea of structuring their lessons around a set of skills
ane objectives or around a particular gdlltext.

The thune that establishes the thread of continuity in this workshop is:

060;
*TIGHT SPOTS 4),

Advanced Skills Workthop Page 19
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"Wherefore" Advance Skffis ?
on.

"Tight Spots arut Ot er Opportunities

for Teadhing A4vance 1 "

Explain that this part of the workshop will deal with the development of an awareness of

thinking skills and how to integrate them with daily instruction.

Mention that the use of a unifying theme in instruction (in this case, "Tight Spots") can help to
move teaching away from being textbook-driven. Insftad of a page-by-page or skill-by-skill
focus, instruction am effectively be planned around the use of tool skills like reading and writing
to learn about topics, issues, themes, and concepts.

Advanced Skills Workshop Page 20



not ornbeddoci

Display T-18 "Embedded or Not?"

Discuss,the facttirar in a4dition ta the issue of which
frameWo*afterintinOlogy to use at abaSisTorteaching
thinking,-4fielieriyearittairersial isStio has been whether

orkitOirated
Beith. the Curriculum. (Review packgiotindpaper for
information about two sides to the argument.)

LP_A.

estion is: Is thinking best taught in a
content-free way?

Review Nickerson's point of view as pi Anted in the
Handout, p. 9. Emphasize that the time contraints of
qpical Chapter I programs ar- 4m need to coordinate
with regular classroom insnuction probably necessitate
instruction which integrates thinking. However, adding
activities that teach thinking in the abstract when there is
the time and opportunity to do so should be considwed.

Introduce questions about a school's cuniculum. Does
the curriculum in your school include learning how to
divide? Does it include learning how to infex? Does it
include dividing words into syllables? Does it include
learning how to multiply? Does it include learning how
to ompgre? To generalize? To prioriti ?

Advanced Skills Workshop
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Emphasiie that Manny- astignptiOns are Made

110.14:6,: Edt ezcsAlpie.4140#.0.,,00-, ..asked:

tWhaVenot, utiallY-000:444604.0.1#e .samthitriTow-119w,
to *oil the basic 'ffiii-1144 *11000*.ett In3stinnt:Stibitii,440,64*,06t-
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-
Faint out that there is substantial restirch_thit demaisuatetthat
increases whenthinking skills are might cijiiiaily**-49
Feuerstein, 100).

STRATEGIES

problem sthing

nr411

calp

enient
beY., 19. 851:

_

Display T.19 : "Four Strategies"

Explain that the forms* for the remainder of the workshop is based on the selecdon of four
thinking strategies from the Dimensions of Thinking fiamework:

Lilletaeognition
Probiern4Olving

Display T-20 "Presentatidn Format"
Describe the presentation format

Aruilysis

1. Four thinking strategies are highlighted.

2. Each one is presented first through an example that will illustrate the thinldng skill or
make panicipants aware of the particular thinking strategy.

3. Each thinking skill is then presented through an instructional ideithat describes a
teaching strategy designed to encourage the development of the thinkjng skill.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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"thinking
about
thinking"

pisplOy T._ 21 : "Metap*Otion"

Asictiaxtictiants.toMPOd Va a it#tid.4 stOls:
,-

11*,1,11:10114(.0* -Oteskigillvirint"
t0.#140-4.0*'sintiiiiej:c.40*Ii,Oinbertif
plattetS-itt

Askv?hetli.Or t4eY-11047*iiikiviikt!,1*-to,tygpf
0N-e-;okii!toostiook,-**4-4****0-**P4C11'
tht OW*: Have a feiv Paid iiaittOtieribe Nobitt they _

vett thinking.

Identify this "inner dialogue" as the:044ien:deof
mitacOinittoA or thlnkMg :about apes Oil I- :thinking.
Eitplain that itis-t keyittfribtrieqlortiuTdtpughtand
that despite the fact that-itit a skill-thateomes into
fruitful use arbund age 11, them areritanyadultS Who
do not "metadogitatf-,becaute they hive not-learned or
been taught the vahie of doing so.

Note about students who have dIfilitiity !earn

A notable probiem In students w3iolinveAckclicknIty learning to re451 or to dO
is that they try to follow `AustrUctionS orii-erforifilistOiltluitit***ag loris;41.* *to
doing what they are doing. 1:40 seldom itae*:.0.gOtyc4ili6fit#1ei.fi*hltaniing
str4tOgies or ev4loge,the effi*ney
idea What they should 40 04# Pa1ff9Oini:0* ñI 5ftin:i4ale to ekplain
their deeision-Making striO.iet.;ITI4i,faj41:00.--titissijiiiVe:446004initattig-
nitive abilities ate those .vat1ourcs well.'

.

w

Refer participants to Passage 2, Handout, p. 5, "Yehitle". (Alternate passage 3 also
on page 5.) Ask them to read the passage and tell them that you will discuss how they

read it after the have fmished.

Elicit oral descriptions of how they went abrAit "solving the problem" of what the passage
meant. You may want to use questions or strategies such as those listed on the following
page.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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1. Attire you Stitt' ed?
abotel 00,Iii
goal.Oftirieff

2. Ask Gomeone to'sfate*
*414 to *10..0* 2: enkthiast

someorieitateiinithiligilierthr"
reslio4sAlcutet:**e#t.04.04.14.
bat al**
anyo*gq!mr1,2tng
:to check meaning; others30:e0,,,,,,4'

3. Use these reponses to iiiiCtits4,thefiqtlitit theillastirelhertriation in readers'
approaches to whatlhey. aft readlik
strategies, use thetriflelibiy;kno**tekthoSi are riat*cir:king, itild'hoiv to use
"fut-up" or "repair" strategies when thesi.a0 not worldng.

4, Ask others to comment on how they appioack,Bd ar:Pir;Ceeded through the passage.
Use this opportunity to NaVe thein "make their thinking public"., s.Point out that being
able to describe strategies used is *halls the Ant by "metaeogniive awareness", that it
is a vital part of bdng an effectiVe reader, and that it can be "taught".

5. After discussion, show pictures on T-21a OT T-21b to clarify meaning of passage.
115a. ,1111MIIIIMMINIIMSERMINEML.r.,

Dispbv T-22 : "Think-Along"

Refer participants to Handout, pp. 14-16. Explain that
the proceduregenerally described as "think aloud
to think along"is simple instructional tool that is
proving to be very powerful. Review steps Pnd give
the following strengths f the procedure:

a The teacher models the process for st, aits.
"Modeling" is a teaching approach that has gained
considerable research support in recent years.

Students hear the teteher maing thinking about
the process public and gain some awareness of the
strategies used during the reading process.

Students use their awareness of strateees to
demonstrate the process and to apply to their

independent reading.

112111110'

Think along ...

4

-.;::--

[ riink aloud I=i

y,..E...........
Or par

OWN* Imre ...I've's
ticiasr4rft imam.

804.0. pis wwere
of CMOs sod

( )
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(It's a good idea to practice a bit before trying the "Think-along" in front of
a group, but take the-risk. It's n6t that difficult, and it's very effective!)

Review the fist of thinking-alonistrategies on T-2 , making references to
passages they haveread in the workihop. Orifyoudemortstrateorhavepar-
ticipants practibe the strategy, _remind them to thihkabourthe strategies
listed and to identify:them wheif tey hear somebody usingthem.

;

If time allows, mehti6n other teaching ideas for developing metacognition

from the SUPPORTMATERIALS section.

/OE!
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Ifs, tr.

emotes!'
NetomOltt

erences 4'4

#agaiii*th
.12.1,nP4es

numty tit)
thinkiboOfitAnt typ4Ofinfefincis

When they all appear to We finished the assign-
ment, ask them to sharel;come of the inferences
they made and list thepton a blank transparency
or on a chalkboard. Aik for comments about
inferences. Discuss vihether they are logical,
legitimate, etc.

To help support students' efforts to make inferences during reading, teachers should:

1. Help students become aware of the strategy, one that they already use very commonly in
their everyday lives;

2. Give students quick examples of what it means to make an inference;

3. Model good questioning techniques that call for inferences and help students to learn to
frame such questions.

BECOMING AWARE

Explain that teachers can help students become conscious or aware of the strategy of
making inferences by using an activity like the reading one above or by starting with
simple sentences and seeing how many inferences can be made from it.

Sample Scenario;

If I said to Cheryl, "Go quietly to the room next door and bring back the blue cup
with the broken handle," what inferences could one make from that sentence?

EsKaibitExampki:
1. There is a need to be quiet, perhaps a class is going on or people are in the hall.

2. There are probably other rooms nearby since the location was specified.

3. There is more than one cup in the room. There is more than one blue cup.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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aka?,

-11

,

Suggest that teachers should use otb:Snekeic*Ages to haVe,the:student4lictics,the
strategy. Students might alsc.k make iipscçn to try I:011itteach-
ers should discuss the sntegy with stude paizc int that AtA4.14ft of the
reading proass, that readingis
by stating that it is important to be ablibyè

kin

QuESTIONiNd Tfl OfC0, 1MAG

point
erencefO the telt.

REN
. .14iks'

:?y
, $11;:-4

Mention that there are manyneveggestictu ptroeledumg ,,fare.des:igued,

to develop iiigher-order Eir*iiktletAse:pitililaei kfirobyas
ReQuest And 'With both ,L:Uppua.t1c%wun
approaches are inebrporatett

%0

'
1. the teacher mixiels effective strategies,.

t4roae ean)111g.":::4" -

;

2. the student develops an fiWattness of t4e0tive questioning.

ReQuest

student
asks Questions

. of teacher

teacher
esks quiet ions
of student

Reed

behead

Repeat
with next
text block
until

LI
student can make
own predictions

teacher enewers
studehre questions

student answers
Witcher's Questions

Display T-25 : "ReQuest"

Refer participants to page18 of the Handout.
Explain that with ReQuest, the teacher and
student read a selection together silently. At a
pre-selected stopping point, each takes a turn
asldn&questions of the other about the material
read. The teacher can model and encourage
questions thn go beyond the literal level. When
students develop greater expertise, they can pair
up and do ReQuest.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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and:
e-

constructing meatunp,'

4 efer particligultszta,page19:otthel
.....

With QAPts,,Studeats revlow crtiOtiitOditer-
mine if*O.,c..14.0144:4,640Sq.*114.dle
specificinfonnation as It is;shttedl,iiiiiestext ("In
the Book") orbylftingitibwoltheii Oviii know-
ledge ("In myliead7). ,Each of those categories
is then divided further as follows:

QAR

Author
and Me

{ On My Own

Advanced Skills Workshop
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a .itplain that if students learn to evalAtate atidielierate questions tising,this sPhematliey
develop_ a much greater awareness of reartiniftpdbly; With' different ,iiiii-POSesiTati4 witic
greater depth and breadth.

al If time allows, practice ReQuest and QAtis using the story, "Home", included in the
Support Materials.

0.

.."=.

`
..4.4.trs,

r4:

IA prerequisite tor human survival

Display T- 27 : "ProbleM SolvMg"

Go over quote from Dimensions of Thinking:

"Z r

,

i s> :

"110-11.0.14

Observe that much instruedmili
generally limitedito=*elPstrttett*prolge0-0Ttis
imposes a sevire constraint beCiingeinitiiWihe
problems we fade in reailife, includingWortant
social, political, economic, and scientiA4roblems,
are "fuzzy" and "ill-structUree. '
Point out that the school focus on problem solving
is often restricted to.specific types of tasks
presented in mathematics, science, and social
studies.

soMost, definitions 0,014,0i,
.

"
7 57,tietairakithe :*ult of

nieafilig.see)dng

s Tell participants that Passage 6 (Symbols) in the Handout, p. 7 is c problem. Ask them to
solve it. They may do so on their own, with someone else, or in a small group. (Do not
give them any more direction than that given above. Part of the problem-solving task is to
determine the problem implied.)

After they have worked a few minutes, ask them to share the results of their work.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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e Ai somtpointln ussiopi;SOMCOnes:
ItatteablealittliitY
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theproblem?ofm tanonl
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mhatthe,passage um...After
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migi rtaik Ab914.t
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, aL that wereSumunt,Re,i.,
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= '"Solving'

,

e

1. Get the tcital,pietnitidoutt:letlostin:(1.001:-

2. Withhold judgment; don't corninkyonrselfitio early.

3. Create models to simplify the Proble**ingeWords,
pictoriairepresentations,- syMboltiltegtiatiOriS.

4. Try changing the repesentation of the problem.

5. State questions verbally, varying the form of the
question.

6. Be flexible; question the flexibility of your premises.

7. Try working backwanis.

8. Proceed in a way that permits you to return to your
partial solutions.

9. Use analogies and metaphors.

10. Talk about the problem.

S.,-731 MV..rsx79:.)..\46.1"Xf.r
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Display T-28 !Tm,WOIge
Priible*

Suggest that teachers enennrage problem

solving BY or,eatki stnia,tinns tn th0 class-
rooni fçr :Which reading, *riling, apt using
numbers (of other pieces of inforniation)
are the solution.

Instructional ideas for teaching,problem
solving* often based on a set of heieistics
or Suggestions and'questions for approaching a
vroblem.

(After presenting the following two ideas for
teaching problem solving, suggest that
participants refer to the list of problem-
solving strategies and the 4wo sets of
heuristics to solve the pmblem presented on
the next page of this guide.)

Display T. 29 : " I.D.E.A.L."

Suggest the model known by the acronymn,
"I.D.E.A.L." (developed by Bransfoth and
Stein) as one set of strategies to use to foster
problem solving.
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T-30 : "A Workable Set
of Heuristics"

Present"A Workable Set of Heuristics" from Krulick
and Rudnibk (1987). Refer participants to pp. 21-24
in the Handout and review steps briefly.

irtrIrrtainmy ityArrn
11 .11 1 1 I 1 1 .4 4 1

.4 1 4 , IL 1 4 I I s 1 . 1, 1 .4 .1444

11 I 11,, 4 1
...4

I I . 4

4 ,.....,.4.
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-,1011.arld I OW+ art 111.1hi$1g46,(ikvor, 1 ,1 p.
red Oh, in th, 11111.1.' .1,11) iht VOis git in 1,. t-i2in .3 -41,010

Minoru Itr.!
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*tit-s31411::.
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tjt 1114111% 4 1.....sult41...;t1i, s
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itt ib end ()I %-.1t .11 rift,.. .

,

Note: Alternative problems to use in replace of those used above or to extend
workshop are available in Section 6, Support Materials.
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ziptse ttsed:to clarify exittinginfonnation
byexaminfttg pint and relationships---to 'look iriSide"

.0eas.

Activity
"Missing Lips"

Ask partcipants to read the poem and make a
list of "Lips' Behaviors" andi"I's Behaviors."
Ask them to review lists with a partner/group
and talk about what traits or beliefs are
suggested by the behaviors.

Point out that this type of analysis is often
reserved for a unit on poetry because poems
so often demand it, but that similar analyses
can be encouraged using any prose material or
mathematical problem.

Suggest that a number of teaching strategies have been developed and researched by
educators that include instructional steps designed to provoke deeper thought.

is Emphasize that the examples you will share fie only a very few of many that have
been and are being developed.

11efersarticipants to.pages 25-32 of the Handout on which they will find descriptions
of three instruclionarakroaches that encourage the analysis of reraOirti; 'Material.

Advanced Skills Workshop
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P174,5,,n7-
tr_t.",St 'K;"

_Disidijr T-33 :

Explain dua the meaning of the acmnym is as
follows:

-
"K" Recalling what they KNOW;

"W" mg Determining what students WANT to know
or find our,

treeing

Semantic
Mapping

fishbonIng

St rdentifying what they LEA7.14 a.s they
read;

The strateigris deOgirif4to)telp studetitideveIbpa

more'10*-1110.?4.tCii.eadinyteVqs.*Tliate-
rialz Te*Ch*firstinodil ands**0 theldnds Of
thinkininteded for learning awl** give-Students
individual wpoitinities to write 'Out What they-
triok what cumitions they want anaWered, and
what they have learned from reading the text.

Display T-34 : "Semantic
Mapping"

Semantic maps are diagrams which help students
see how woyls and ideas ate related to each other.
An early reference-on semantic mapping was a 1971
Journal of Rtading article by KB. Hantthat was
entitled: !Wapping: A technique for tninsbting
realing-into thinking". It can be used befont,
during or after reading to help students analyzt
what they know prior to reading or to conceptualiiT
the ideas they derive from their reading, to "get
the big pictute."

(If time permits, choose a mapping activity from
the section on mapping in this guide to elaborate
the idea.)

Advanced Skills Workshop
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Explain that in discussing the "Why, what, andmiherefoiewof advanced skills, you have
aitemPted to:

1. Give a ngionale for integrating advanCed skills, in divter,,tinstruediin
based on the laWandrtiesrch eirphasizing.tlie iinpOrtance and the feasi-
bility of teaching Alnking:

2. Present a framewc 44 for thinking about thinking that is applicable to
instruction.

3. Suggest specific ways that Chapter 1 teachers can teach "higher order"
straiegies and by so doing, reinforce "basic" skills.

To smmnarize, emphasize the following points:

1. Teachers should be strongly cautioned against lock-step applications of
skill hierarchic& Higher-level thinldng skills such as verifying and
summerizing are based on recalling and comparing information and are
not somehow "above" these skills.

2. Current research on cognitive development suggests that low-achieving
students can be taught.complex steins successfullygiven instruction in
cognitive and metacognitive strategies and adequate teacher support in
modeling, coaching, and guided practice.

One way of *15,43,audig tli eun&igof thinia4 skills instruction is to

idtimately cvafiktolatdi *Ii:i1471. -16"iiet*`11:ilisth-).1.45ntsioe'st learning to,

use 6; "64.

etunhetsu*lialie&eitiitAi gres1 ill eede4 foriong skis
(such is holdt4g14piaiiii&.------,---..ndturnm1yfoieprocess of

sr. .

trg-n1411.4e4tFofule.variWsoni4...-
Jz 'wq

146, te laming .

3. The above analogy applies to seitfuencing thinking skills both in adjunct
courses and content courses. Instead of teaching dozens of discrete
subskills in a provession from asy to difficult, schools might define a
limited mimber of sore skills and focus on teaching these skills in ever
more challenging learning contexts (or maybe we could say "tight spots"
from which students can use their reasoning skills to emerge as confident
learners and problem solverc.)
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IEmpowering
students
to think

Gives
them
edueetior
for life

And
lifetime

, of
ockicaflon.

Advanced Skills Workshop

___11111

Display T-35 : "Creating a
Climate"

Emphasize the importance of creating a climate
in the classroom in which thinking is enco raged,
supported, and integrated in the curriculum.

Point out that Chapter 1 students need repeated
reminders that they are capable of higher order
thinking. Teachers should use terminology that
supports the use of thinking skills, e.g., predicting,
analyzing, thinking about thinking, strategies,
inquiry, etc.

Display T-36 : "Empowering
Students to Think"

Successful teaching is whatever helps students think
appropriately. In the preface to a recent book on
stmtegic teaching and learning (Jones, et al., 1986),
it is noted that the "new vision of teaching" is "one
of a strategic process" in which the teacher teaches
not only content, but smlegies required by that
content to make learnirg meaningful, integrated, and
transferable. The concept of strategic teaching
suggests using ctrtain instructional strategies that are
known or believed to be effective in promofing
understanding and the teaching of strategies that
students will fmd useful in learning and thinkir g.

4 0
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OlgOrAlts1tslemr.
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_

'ReLeg begiiMing of quote present:am beginning of the

EMEhasize the need for improving instruction in all
clasirooms.

Lay T-37

Display T-38 "But times change..."

Review second half of quote. Discuss the need for al !

educators to accept the challenge of educating all
children to their fullest potential.

"Ala g

gogi icrs'c

Display T- 39 "Remember."

Participants should leave the workshop with an
understanding that the teaching of thinking should be
a !eacheris first priority. They should feel that they
have learned some strategies for accomplishing this

Advanced Skills Workshop

,
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PASSAGE

The but razwer

Richard Selzerifb.1928) is a surgeon and professor of surgery at the Yale University Meclical Sihool, as well
as an award-wt.-ming author. In the essay reprinted here, which first appeared in Harpertmsgazine In 1977,
SeNr reports oft4he visits he made to one of his patients.

I spy on my patients. Ought not a
doctor to observe his-Patients by any means
and from any stanCe,,that he might the more
fully assemble evidentie? So I stand in the
doorways of hospItAlzrooms and gaze. Oh, it
is not all that furtive-an act. Those in bed
need only look up to discover me. But they
never do.

From the doorway of Room 542, the man
in the bed seems deeply tanned. Blue eyes
and close-cropped white hair give him the
appearance of vigor and good health. But I
know that his skin is not brown from the stm.
It Is rusted, rather, In the last stage of
containing the vile repose within. And the
blue eyes are frosted, looking inward like the
windows of a snowbound cottage. This man is
blind. Thieman is also leglessthe right
leg rising from the midthigh down, the left
from Just below the knee. It gives him the
look of a bonsai, roots and branches pruned
into the dwarfed fascimile of a great tree.

Propped on pillows, he cups his right
thigh In both hands. Now and then he shakes
his head es though acknowledging the Intensity
of his suffering. In all of this, he makes
no sound. Is he mute, as well as blind?

The room in which he dwells is empty of
all possessions no get-well cards,
small, private caches 'of food, day-old flowers,
slippers, all the usual kickshaws of the
sickroom. There is only the bed, a chair,
a nIghtstand, and a tray on wheels that can
be swung across his lap for meals.

'What time Is it?' he asks.
'Three o'clock°
"Morning or afternoon'?"
'Afternoon."

413
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440*Ifileki*

WHO saki-al-010A iiialikatitevery
thing, he remaina Impfeisive,.as-thOUgh he' were
sailor standing athWarta

°Anything more I can do for your I asked.

For a long momeM ho is silent

°Yes,* he says at last and vithout the least
ony. °You can bringmotOilt of "oats.° -

In th orador, the haait,riurse Is waiting
for me.

1Ne have to do "sonOing ahouthirth° she
says. TYRA .1:n=?MinglOrAPOSTAVOctieggs
for breaktast,Odqnsfeecl'aOtihittht14' hO
picks trt, the Plats anti throwa it -Oak* the
wait°

°Throws kis plater

°Nasty.. That's whaf,heritt No,Wonder his
family efoesn'tvormtayitit illoy:prObatift
can't stand him any morelhan wattle

She Is wafting for me to do something.

veil?
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, ;.1rittialtieroielsiasL

haviiieviiiVaitEtt-ItAbtlie*hitj*iv_iinder
the 'suit: It aiiiirficw: irneer:

Out In,ti:e ci.grider, the eyes of thcr head
mire° narroW. .

.1tittv
Onpb.oard.

A ii**.bliniii:40660;t0akfaS;
pittOitlitOnitterit Ohle",146h.

attinctshick4Iiiir.hciairOaldng
her:rill:With go:

I've got to feiad2You',7 ithekciy0 to theman.
`ON 'PoYou 400:'-v-it.m*artsaVs.-.
53h;Yee,r0,"140:81doesitYPcifter.the way

you just 5dIt Nurse aityS'

°Get rho mystv*,61hirni0
'Here'S ostissW-100 OS OA VIZen.'

And she fou0hesthe sPeon to his täiver lip.

orderectictithk14146-68;;says the man.
°That's rjOhtf.th slut*,

step forweid.

Is there:anything I can.dor t say.
Vittifire.itsfir the 40 asks.

In theiViOngi go once mate to the ward
to make my roUnds. The head nurse reports to me

3
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PASSAGE 2

With one end of the vehicle In such a position, the wooden Implement was totally useless. A different tool
might remedy the situation somewhat, but, unfortunately, onewas pet close at Itand. The lack of
balance made forward progress Impossible. Changing positions *WO nohelpA!elo the nature of the
vehicle, and Jumping up and down could to other,.problemt-, in Order tO make,bett,-- use ;Ali* imlefrint
the man would have to alter hia position quite a btt, and he'would either toppIkrOver, oilhe,whelelhing
would be reversed. Gazing downwardat his bulky companion who seemed disinterested In hts'plight; the
man decided the only remedy was to bring some other assistant the next time. The right kind of person
would certainly eliminate the problem.

PASSAGE 3

If the balloons popped, the sound wouldn't be able to carry since everything would be too far away from
the correct floor. A closed window would also prevent the sound from carrying, since most buildings tend
to be well Insulated. Since the whole operation depends on a steady flow of electricIty, a break In the middle
of the wire would also cause problems. Of course, the fellow could shout, but the human voice Is not loud
enough to carry that far. An addttional problem Is that a string could break on the Instrument. Then there
could be no accompaniment to the message. It Is clear that the best sttuation would invoi've less distance
Then there would be fewer potential problems. Wtth face to face contact, the fewest number of things could
go wrong.

5
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PASSAGE 4

Louis slowly got up from the mat, planning his escape. ,Habeshatodlt Moment and lhOugi* Things wore
not going well. What bothered him most wait:fel Md, espiclally Acethe i, charge igainsOirkbad bon
weak. E4e considered:: his *Sent sftuatlon. The lock hinlYa3.-sVPPgi, __.,..:,-...:thOlikile.,;CiPuld
break L He knew,:.haWeveei'thitt hii timing wduld have.14 3 perfect -1 ii*LA *ate that It ,Y.4q;, because
of his early rOughneis that be'hed-been penallzed ,siieeVerely-ty ektoce severely from his Poi* of viek.
The situation Was beimaikig friletratkv _work hid beekgrinclog oil isin frit tOo [Ong:. He *di' bOng
ridden unmercifully. 'Louis was Oft angtypoe:Htit felt beVias readY to make his move. He kneW that
his success or failure would depend on what he did'in the mid few seconds.

;re

PASSAGE 5

Every Saturday night, tour good friends get together. When Jerry, Mike, and Pat arrived, Karen was sitting
in her living room writing some notes. She quickly gathered the cards and stood up to greet her friends at
the door. They followed het Irdo the living room but as usual they couldn't agree on exactly what to play.
Jerry eventuaily took a stand and set things up. Finally, they began to play. Karen's recorder filled the room
with soft and pleasant music. Eady In the evening, Mike noticed Pat's hand and the many diamonds. As
the night progressed, the tempo of play Increased. Finally, a Winn the activities occurred. Taking advantage
of this, Jerry pondered the arrangement in front of him. Mike interrupted Jerry's reveries and said, °Let's
hear the score." They listened carefully and commented on their performance. When the comments were
all heard, tothausted but happy, Karen's friends went home.

6
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They,0-s*I.O,Ciffiv,:g0444,04,:
Charge,tiOtalaand;r0ealfIkrOtlauderdilei
SwIM `stiftalinfICuncia robeS InTalm Springs.

,

In Marcktheyleturn,
Juicy and'biaisy,
Talking;t0,0Uch;
EViiiioateantais In elevators
Who loartiVIbtfloor indicators and
Try not teibbilba,

They Idss far too often that summor,
Multitudes of:mouths on tennis courts and In

Stif,frna4saeriftothove them
Out' of tbeli tenible,insolence.

I try toignbrelhem.
Thei,are.gattlAgout<of hand.

feed them nothing:bill lip gloss for months.

Thaylake,Ofton'kGrayhound bus;
WOrkiiiikilflaisok-iiiouth_Oftfotuckdrivers
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The niYi. carceesee. 'lung in t_be eon!
green lunille airs end, gone-% The stench
Webb quickly* pmed t*ton

The:

'Wybojm.at k auti, ;sop Webb said, Non slap the beef ysofth-,o_ur--
hand. Theeliktforktfic

He
*Do
Watch,ciutr,
He saWsthe bright,thingain the roadloo.late; tried :to.-swervrtt but hit therp. Them aei1bl e

sighing from the ritht frontiltkOto ear, Minted abOtitand striyp a, stop He OPinecl his side tithe carond
stepped out. TN, lungle-Wrs'hot,andallintencrglielitn*iy; empty,

He walkedta the trOnt'Of thetai and bent;
Leonerl'iWindokgledineitiloWii, -eitithaftkes hart '""
Iluined;,utteityluinedla He:picked withibright:thing--that.., ,and,slashedtheft_
°Pieces 'of 'a broken,rnachete,* he said, `placed In adobahOldeni pair* toward our Oar igyhtqpi-

We're lucky ft didn't del ail our tires.'
°But whyr
*You know as well as I.° He nodded to the newspaper beside her, at the date, the headlinest

October dith, 1983:- Untied States,
EuroPe SPentl'.

The radios of the U.SA:Tiind- !Europe are dead, There is
a groat silence.._ The Withesepetititielf.

his believed that most of the population of the Uniteil States is dead. tt is believed that most of-Europe,
Rustle, and Siberia is equally decimated. The day of the white people of the earth Is over andfiniehed.

,

'neY Brat/bull'

5-7
-----;=c.,.

.tr-k,
- --

-

-

'
,withheat-ancfroctOotot-T.,-

11)reu9h toiti)riora

MINtligiVroad.
t4torer- ''t.den't know.'
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Section 1471 of the Augustus F. Hawkins-Robert 7'. Stafford Elementary and
Secondary School Improvemem Amendments of 1988:

"The term 'more advanced skills' means skills including
reasoning, analysis, interpretation, problem-solving, and
decision-making as they relate to the particular subjects in
which instruction is provided under programs supported by
this chapter."

9 53
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A. ittriAsdge,Se4Controf of Self

1. -doriiinitinert
Attlftidiii3.iön

B. EIVitif ifild...Q2104442011

1. of knowielknportant In metacognition

a. .DedatitNe toiiimadije
b. Pkarkt*tedge
C. Condillentif knOWleidge

2. Executive control of behavior

a. Evaluation
b. Planning
C. Reguiation

IL Cattiest and Oreative Thinking

A. ghtelitalliking

;. Dispositions

2. Abilities

a. Elementary Clarification
1. Focusing on a question
2. Analyzing arguments
3. Asking and answering questions of clarification

and challenge

b. Basic SuppGit
1. Judbing the credibility of a source
2. Observing and Judging observation reports

c. Inference
1. Deducing and judging deductions
2. fixfucing and judging indualons
3. Malting and judging value judgments

d. Advanced clarification
1. Defining terms and Judging definitions
2. Identifying assumptions

e. Strategy and tactics
1. Deciding on an action
2. Interacting with others

105



B. Creative Thinking

1. Basic Premises

a. Creativityl titkee place-In-conjunction with Intense desire and preparation.

b. CreallvitY, Imolves woiqngr.On theedge rather than_the center of one's capacity.

c. Creatlw,i requires aii:giernel rathet than eitemal locus of evaluation.

d. Creativity kwolves- refrainintildeas

e.
r .

Creativiti can sometime:0y facilitated by getting away fom intensive engagement
for awhile to permit fresgiewing thotuht.

III. Thinking Processes

A. fesznaDLEomilim

1. Levels of concept formation

a. concrete
b. Identity
C. classificatory
d. iorrnal

2. Principle formation

a. Kinds of principles

1. cause-and-effect
2. correlational
3. probability
4. axiomatic

a. fundamentals
b. laws
c. rules

B. Comprehension

C. Problem Solving

1. Processes-lists of unordered strategies

a. Get the total picture
b. Withhold judgment
c. Create models
d. Try cirging the cliaresentation
e. State questions verbally
f. Be flexible-
g. Try working backwards
h. Proceed In a way that allows you to

return to partial solutions
L Use analogies and metaphors
J. Talk about the problem

-.
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HOW TO GET STARTED WITH THE THINKALONG PROCESS:
GETTING snmENTSIO REACTIVE

CONSIRUCTORS OF MEANING

Roger Farr
Indiana University

WHAT IS A THINK ALONG?

A THINK ALONG Is ateaching strategy that makes the Igid.02fethinking process of reading ylsible.
h is-an attempt on the part of the teacher to model the thinking process that any good reader
engages in when reading.

I. The teacher rE *is to the students untie the students follow along with thsir own copy of the
story.

It Is best hot to prepare a Wog ahead of time. Read as you do the first time. Of course, you
will have to exaggerate some of the strategies.

3. Enjoy the story!

4. Use strategies, but don't Identify them.

5. Just think aloud so the stuoents will be able to Injugota

USING A MINK ALONG

o Ask the students what kind of things you did as you were reading. Make a list on the
chalkboard.

o Use the list on the ci-dkboard to make a printed list the students can use the next time to
check the things you were doing.

o Discuss the things that were checked by the students. Ask if you did some things more than
once.

o Ask the students if they do those things when they read. Talk about whether the Think-
along strategies make the story more interesting.

o Ask students if they'd like to read to the class and use the strategies that you used. Cali
on volunteers.

o Ask the students to listen for strategies. Talk about the strategies that were used.

t. Have students try out reading strategies with each other as they reao in small groups.

o Have students tape record their reading aloud as they use the Think-along strategies.

o Ask students to listen to their tape recordings to see how many strategies they are using



a

Assessment of Reading Strategies

You peed to talk to &Oudot aboirt his reading.. duestiortiaraY
be asked befork.dAtkand'after the-stUdent toad. YoUtnight
ask the student to toil you...

o what a scene or character looks like.

o whathappens next-even alter a story Is fin1sII-4.

o If he changed his mind about story wants or
characters as he read.

o If the story reminds him of anything that happened
to him-or that he knows about.

Factors that Result In Poor Reading Comprehension

Poor comprehenders often seem not to:

-develop a clear focus or purpose for reading-especial!y before they start reading;

-form a good hypothesis about the text's meaning before they read;

-make mental images about what they are reading;

-monitor their comprehension (fix-up and change) to see that everything makes sense;

-use their prior knowledge of similar information;

-summarize as they read;

-relate their reading to the immediate situation;

-relate their reading to previous experiences.

'5 9



Strateglas ln Thinking Along

1. Gueesinglhe MitaningPf, wprds.

2. UsinithiNkyixt alriiady`know

3. Making Pradittions.

4. ChanginqPredictions.

6. Using baCkinail,td. make sense.
_-

6. Taking the'pait Of A:character.

7. Thinking about yoUr opinions and reactions.

8. Getting your emotiom inveled.

9. Summarizing.

10. Making mental pictures.

11. Not deciding tight away.

12. Re-reading.

And here's the most important point about Think-along strategies. You can't use DAM=
strategies unless you are comprehending the story.

THINK ABOUT IT!

160
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Reading
ROGER FARR

Teaching Good Habits
with Think-Alongs
In 1983 Beth Davey suggested an in-

structional process that she called
think-aloud in which the teacher mod-

els the thinking strategies good read-

ers use to construrt meaning. Now

often called think-along, the process
has been adopted in a number of

schools. In its recent reading textbook

adoption, for example, the State of

Virginia asked the reviewers to look

for the process in the basals they were

considering.
During the think-along process, the

teacher reads a story, or an excerpt,
aloud to students, who follow along in

their copies. As the teacher reads, she
tbinks-aloud so the students can think-

along with her, for instance, by:

repeating or elaborating on de-
tails of how a scene or character
looked,

predicting what might happen

next,
admitting confusion over the

meaning of a work or phrase,

rereading portions to clarify

meaning,
verbalizing background knowl-

edge that is being activated to help

clarify meaning.

In brief, the teacher reads aloud and

verbalizes the kind of things any good

reader thinks about while trying to

comprehend new mzterial.
The Lettie Marshall Dent Elementary

School in Mechanicsville, Maryland,

has used the think-along approach for

several years.' Teachers there, how-

ever, have expanded the process so
tbat after students experience think-

p.ongs with the teacher, they pair up

and use think-alongs with each other,
coaching each other after oral reading.

Students also use checklists to record

quickly and easily the think-along
strategies demonstrated by the teacher

and special bookmarks to remind
them of strategies to use during silent

reading.

Teachers at the school have col-
lected data about the think-along
method that indicate students' behav-

ioi s have chanced in several important

ways:
1. The snidents' view of the reader's

role has shihed from that of passive
re.:eiver of knowledge to one of active
partkcipant in constructing knowledge.

2. As studentb discuss and expand
on the texts they are readingwithout
the. use of teaches or text questions

As the teacher reads,
she thinks-aloud
so the students
can think-akng
with her.

their verbal skills have increased, and

they participate verbally in other class-

room discussions with greater fre-
quency and fluency.

3. As they monitor their compre-

hension through the think-along pro-
cess, students are becoming more in-
dependent as readers.

The Lettle Marshall Dent School has

also collected pilot test score data to
determine the effectiveness of the pro-

cess. The results suggest that students

who are taught the think-along pro-
cess score higher on standardized
reading tests than comparable stu-
dents who are not taught to -think
along." Teachers in this school and in
others across the country are also ap-

plying the think-along process to
math, sdence, and social studies.

Cenainly think-along is not a new

teaching strategy. Good teachers have

always employed comparable tech-
niques. Think-along does, however,
bring together some important cur-

rent thinking about teaching as mod-

eling, the use of metacognition, the
emphasis on reading strategies rather

than skills, and the application of pre-
vious knowledge to construct new

meaning.0

'For more information, contact Patricia

Russavage, Principal, Leine Marshall Dent

Elementary School, Mechanicsville, MD

20659
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glECADES7
Reciprocal Questioning

Backgroundinformation

The Re Quest Procedure was developed by Anthony Manzo (1969) to guide students through as many
sentences as necessary to enable the student to comprehend the rest of the passage successfully. The
Re Quest Procedure is designed to improve the student's reading comprehension by providing an active
learning situation for the development of questioning behaviors. The teacher encourages tha student to
ask questions about the text material and to set his/her own purposes for reading. The Re Quest
Procedure was originally devised as a remedial procedure involving an individual student aro me teacher,
but it can also be utilized wfth pairs, teams, and/or small groups.

The procedure is indirectly diagnostic; by noting the kinds of questions the student asks for each kind of
text structure, the teacher can determine whether the student is comprehending. Through teacher
modeling of good questioning behavior, the student gains insight into how good readers ask themselves
questions as they are reading. In addition, the procedure encourages the exchange of content
informalion and the exchange of ideas.

Initiation

The Re Quest Procedure consists of the following steps:

1. Both the student and the teacher silently read a common selection from the text. The
selection can be read one sentence at a time or a paragraph at a time.

2. After they have both read the passage, the student asks as many questions as possible.
The teacher answers the questions clearly and completely.

3. Then it is the teachers turn to ask the questions about the same sentence or paragraph,
and the student answers as fully as possible. By forming questions which call upon the
student's grasp of text structures, the teacher models good questioning strategies.

4. When ...e student has finished answering, teacher and student read the next sentence
or paragraph and proceed as before.

5. Wnen the studem has processed enough information to make predictions about the rest
of the selection, the exchange of questions stops. The teacher then asks directed
reading type questions: -What do you think the rest of the assignment is about?" "Why
do you think so?" The student reads the rest of the assignment.

6. The teacher facilitates follow-up discussion of the material.

)nteraction

The teacher chooses a story or passage to be read by the student and the teacher, content area texts and
prose materials work equally well. Both the student and the teacher need copies o: the reading materials
This procedure can be done with an individual student and the teacher or with pairs, teams, and/or small
groups. Students are told they will read a story and take turns asking each other questions over a
specified section to improve their understanding of what they read.

APplicalicua

Studen's practice this technique on both short and long reading passages to develop seif monitoring
skills. Students should be encouraged to ask questions that will stimulatr. interpretive or applied levels of
thinking such as questions on the main idea of the passage.

1 8
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fxpansion

As a kilow-up on the development of questioning behaviors, the students are introduced to the
Question-Answer Relationship (QAR). %The OAR strategy, hOps students clarify the different sources of
Information available to answer questions during the'ReQuest Procedure.

The teacher helps the student decide If the questions they asked_can be answered from information IN-
THE-BOOK or 1N-MY-HEAD. The IN-THE-BOOK category can be expanded to include:

1 . answers that are stated in the text (RIGHT THERE).

2. answers that require the reader to put together material from the text
(THINK AND SEARCH).

The IN-MY-HEAD category can include answers that require:

1. students to think about what they already know and how that information
fits in with the informatiortthe author provides in the text (AUTHOR AND
ME).

2. questions that can be answered without reading the text (ON MY OWN).

=111r

Right
There

Think and
Search

Q A R

Author
and Me
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Problem Solving Strategies:

1. Get thy.: total picture; don't get lost in detail.

2. Withhold judgment; don't commit yourself too early.

3. Create models to simplify the problem, using words,
pictorial representations, symbols, or equations.

0

4. Try changing the representation of the problem.

5. State questions verbally, varying the form of the
question. .

6. Be flexible; question the flexibility of your premises.

7. Try working backwards.
0

8. Proceed in a way that permits you to return to your
partial solutions.

o

9. Use analogies and metaphors. .

10. Talk about the problem.

oo OOOOOoo,
64
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Coaperitive Group Activity

Here is a .map of the United States with 11 cities marked with dots. An airline has
routes betwaen some of the cities as shown by the route fines on the map. -

,

,

.15

The airlines employed 11 new people to sit in the central towers of 11 cities. The people are /Vex,
Linda, Nancy, Debbie, Elvis, Frances, Sheila, Bill, Usa, Lou, ard Ron. The two pqpple In the zities
with connecting routes will be talking to each other a great deal, so it would be helpful if they were
friends already. Here are the pairs of people who are friends:

Alex - Linda Bill - Frances Lisa - Ron Lou - Lisa
Sheila - Lou Sheila - Lisa Debbie - Elvis 1.cu - Nancy
Debbie - Lisa Alex - Sheila Ron - Elvis Debbie - Ron
Nancy - Bill Alex - Debbie

The cooperative group tasks:

1. Place the sloven people in the eleven cides so that the people
in connecting cities are friends.

2. Are there other ways to assign the people to the cities and still
have friends IP adjacerd cities.

3. What cities do you think am designated by the dots on the map?

Source: Adapted from a presentation by Jesse Rudnick, Temple University

20



A WORKABLE EV OF NEUROSTOCS
...to use In teaching problem solving

developed by Stephen Ka& & Jesse Rudnick

What are heuristics?

Problem solving Is a process! A process that starts when the initial encounter with the problem is made
and ends when the obtained answer is reviewed in light of the given information. Children must learn this
process is they are to deal successfully with the problems they will meet in school and elsewhere. This
process Is complex .14.J difficult to learn. It consists of a series of tasks and thought processes that are
loosely linked together to form what is called a set of heuristics or a heuristic pattern. They are a set of
suggestions and questions that a person must for,ow and ask themselves in order to resolve a dilemma.

There is no single set of heuristics for problem solving.. Over the years, several sets of heuristics have
been developed to assist students in problem solving. In the main, they are quite similar. Which set a
student follows does not really matter. What does matter Is that students learn some set of carefully
developed heuristics, and that they develop the habit of applying these heuristics in all problem-solving
situations.

Krulik and Rudnick (1987) suggest a workable set of heuristics" that has proven to be successful with
students and teachers at all levels of instruction.
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Select altrategg

1. Pattern recognition

2. Working backwards

3. Guess arid test

4. Simulation or eaperimentation

5. Reduction/solue a simpler problem

6. Organized listing/eahaustlue listing

Logical deduction

O. Diu We and conquer
11 LII
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I ReView arid Eatekd

1. Uerify your answer.

2. Look for interesting variations on the orinal problem,

3. Rsk "What if...?" questions.

4. Discuss the solution.

4:111111111715

Source: Krulik, S. & Rudnick, J.A. Problem Solving: A Handbook for Teachers.
Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1987.
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Pennition

RECOPROCAL 'MACRO&

devil-loped by Annemarie Palincsar &
Ann Brown

Reciprocal teaching Is an instructional activity that takes pine in the form of a dialogue between
teachers and students regarding segments of text. The dialogualestnptured by the use of four
strategies: summarizing, question generating, clarifying, and predictirg. The teacher and students take
turns assuming the role of teacher in leading this dialogue.

6.303211.L211

Summarizing provides the opportunity to identify and integrate lost important Information
in the text. Text can be summarized across sentences, accosS paragraphs, also across the passage as a
whole. When students first begin the reciprocal teaching priroadure, their efforts are generally focused at
the sentence and paragraph levels. As they becorne more riroficient, they are able to Integrate at the
paragraph and passage levels.

Question generating reinforces the summartzing strategy and carries the learner one more
step along in the comprehension activity. When students generatequestIons, they first identify the kind
of information that is significant enough to provide the substance for a question. They then pose this
information in question form and seff-test to ascertain that they can indeaer aniwei their own question.
Question generating Is a flexible strategy to the extent that students can ba taught _and encouraged to
generate questions at many levels.

Clarifying is an activity that is particularly important when working with students who have a
history of comprehension difficulty. These students may believe that the purpose of reading is saying the
words correctly; they may not be particularly uncomfortable that the words, and in fact the passage, are ric-
makulg sense. When the students are asked to clarify, their attention is called to the fact that there may be
many reasons why text is difficult to understand (e.g., new vocabulary, unclear referent words, and
unfamiliar and perhaps difficult concepts). They are taught to be alert to the effects of such impediments
to comprehension and to take the necessary measures to restore meaning (e.g., reread, ask for help).

Predicting occurs when students hypothesize what the author will discuss next in the text. In
order to do this successfully, students must activate the relevant background knowledge that they already
possess regarding the topic. The students have a purpose.for reading:to confirm or disprove their
hypotheses. Furthermore, the opportunity has been created for the students to link the new knowledge
they will encounter in the text with the knowledge they already possess. The predicting strategy also
facilitates use of text structure as students learn that headings, subheadings, and questions embe: Jed --
the text are useful means of anticipating what might occur next.

In summary, each of these strategies was selected as a means of aiding students to construct mearing
from text as well as a means of monitoring their reading to ensure that they are in fact understanding what

they read.

InitiatioR

Reciprocal teaching should be introduced to students with .5...me discussion regarding the many reasons
why text may be difficult to understand, why it is important to have a strategic approach to reading and
studying, and how the reciprocal teaching procedure will help the students understand and monite' their
understanding as they read.

The students are then given an overall description of the pfeadure, emphasizing that it takes the form of

a dialogue or discussion about the text and that everyone takes a turn assuming the role of teacher in this

discussion. o Illustrate, the person who is assuming the role of teacher will firet ask a question that he or

she thinks covers important information that has been read. The other members of the group answer tat
question and suggest others they may have thought of. The "teacher lien summarizes the inforrnatior,

2 5
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read, points out anything that may have been unclear, leads the group in clarifying, and, finally, predicts
the upcoming content.

To ensure a minimal level of competency with the four strategies, the students receive practice with each
of them. For example, the students summarize their favorite movie or television show. They then identify
main idea information in brief and simple sente, 3 and graduate to more complex paragraphs that
contain redundant and trivial information. Each strategy receives one day of introduction.

After the students have been introduced to each of the strategies, the dialogue begins. For the initial
days of instruction, the aduh teacher is principally responsible for initiating and sustaining the dialogue.
This provides the opportunity for the teacher to provide further instruction and to model the use of the
strategies in reading for meaning. The adult teacher may wish to call upon more capable students who will
serve as additional models, but it is important that every student participate at some level. For some
students, this participation may be such that they are noting one fact that they acquired in their reading.
This is a beginning, and over time the teacher, through modeling and instruction, can guide these
students toward a more complete summary.

As students acquire more practice with the dialogue, the teacher consciousty tries to impart responsibility
for the dialogue to the students while he or she becomes a coact., providing the students with evaluative
snformation regarding the job they are t wig and prompting more and higher leveis of participation.

smarm Annernarie Sullivan Palincsar, "Reciprocal Teachiog," Teaching Relding as Thinking, ASCD.

Research Ram

Brown, A., & Palincsar, A.S. (1932). Inducing strategic learning from texts t.) 7.aans of informed, self-
control training. Topics in Learning and Learning Disabilities, 2(1), 1-17.

Palincsar, A.S., & Brown, A. (1985). Reciprocal teaching. Activities to piomote "read(iiig, -Nith your
mind." in T.L. r .arns & E.J. Cooper (Eds.), Reading, th;nking, and concept development. Strategies for
the classroom. New York: The College Board.
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R474. ONOUP otavmoutrooti evonNESY

developed by Donna Sederburg Ogle

K-W-L is a strategy that models the active thinking needed when reading expository text. The letters K,
W, L stand for three activities caudents engage in when reading to learn: recalling what they
KNOW, determining what they WANT to learn, and identifying what they LEARN as they read.

This strategy is designed to help students develop a more active approach to reading expository material.
Teachers ff7st model and stimulate the kinds of thirking needed for learning and then give students
individual opportunities to write out what they know, wnat questions they want answered, and what they
have learned from reading the text. In this way, the benefits of group instruction are combined with
tictividual student commitment and responsibility.

The strategy was developed to translate current research findings about the active, constructive nature of
reading into an instructional lesson format. In classroom testing, K-W-L has been shown to be an effective
tool to help students become more active thinkers and to help them remeniber better what they read
(Ogle, 1986). It has also been useful in helping teachers better communicate the active nature of reaidng
in group settings.

The strategy is designed for group instruction and can be used with either whole classes or smaller
groups. It can be used in all curricular area and at all grade levels where students are reading expository
material.

Preparation. The teacher must prepare by reading the material, determining a key content
concept that can elicit the most pertinent knowledge about the topic and by producing student
worksheets. (See samples following description.)

Group Instruction. The initial group portion of this strategy involves three basic
components. First, the teacher engages students in a discussion of what t1;ey as a group alreldy know
about the concept the teacher has .4elected t.:: introduce the lesson. The teacher lists this information on
the chatkboard or overhead projector. When disagreements and questions emerge, the teacher notes
them and suggests that students may want to include them on the center column as questions they want
to have answered.

Second, after students have volunteered ail that they can think of about the concept, they
should be asked to categorize the information they have generated. The teacher may need to identify
one general category that incorporates two or more pieces of information on the board to moiel the
building of chunks o: categories. (At this point, a teacher may also want to use a semantic map as
described in preceding sections of the handout to categorize information.)

Third, after the students are somewhat familiar with this process, they 3hculd be asked to
anticipate the categories of information they would expect to have included ir. ar ...licle on the topic. The

categories of information identified wil: be useful ir. eidcessing the information they read and in future
eading of a similar nature.

individual reflection. After the group introduction to the topic, students should be asked
individually to write on their own worksheet what they feel confident !ivy KNOW about the concept.
They can also write down the categories they think are most likely to be included. At this time, the teacher
should help students raise those questions that have emerged during the discussion or that come from
thinking of the major categories of information they expect to find. Each students should be able to think
of at least three questions or Issues that they WANT to lea., about as they rsad and should write those on
their indMdual worksheets.



Reading. Students should be directed to read the text once they have focused both on
what they knovvand what they want to find, out from reading. Depending on the length and diffipuity of the
text and the clsas dornposition, thelext caneitherbe read as a Lott or can be broken into sections for
mading and diScUssion. At they read, stUdents should use their worksheet, totting down Information they
learn as well as new questions that emerge.

Assessment of learning. The final step in the process is to engage the students in a
discussion of what they have learned from reading. Their questions should be reviewed to determine
how they were resolved. if some have not been answered satisfactorily, students should be encouraged
to continue their search for information.

Anderson, R.C. (1977). The notion of schemata and th, educational enterprise. In R.C. Anderson, R.J.
Spiro, & W.E. Montague (Eds.), Schooling and the acct. Anion of knowledge. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence
Eribaum Associates.

Anderson, C.W., & Smith, E.L. (1984). Children's preconceptions and content-area textbooks. in G.
Duffy, L. Roehler, and J. Mason (Eds.), Comprehension instruction: Perspectives and suggestions. New
York: Longman.

Ogle, D. (1986). The K-W-L: A teaching model that develops active reading of expository text. The
Reading Teacher, 39, 564-570.



SEMANTIC MAPPING

Background Information

Semantic maps are diagrams which hep students see how words are related to each other. The
procedure activates and builds on student's peior knowledge and generally involves brainstorming and
discussion of how new Information links to this prior knowledge. The maps can be used for vocabulary
and oomprehension developrrint as a prereading or postreading activity.

Semantic mapping is not a new instructional strategy; for a number of years it has been known as
"semantic webbing", "plot mapping" and "semantic netwurking". An early reference on semantic mapping
per se was a 1971 Journal of Reading article by M.B. Hard entitled "Mapping: A technique for translating
reading into thinking". However, leading proponei As who helped popular 7.e this approach were Dale
Johnson and P. David Pearson who described and discussed semantic mapping in their 1978 books
Teaching Reading Vocabulary (updated in 1984) and Teaching Reading Comprehension. A number of
research studies have validated the effectivel less of semantic mapping, cant uting to the increased
support of this as an effective instructional strategy.

initiation

While there aru " number of variations to semantic mapping, the general steps involved are.

1. Write the chosen vocabulary word or story topic on the blackboard. Draw a box or circle
around th- /orditerm.

2. Encourage students to think of as many words or 'deas as they can that relate to the
selectPd word or topic.

3. Students may:

wrfte their ideas on paper and then share those ideas in group disctmcion;
brainstorm ideas in a small group to share in large group discussion; or
orally share ideas together to generate a class semantic map.

4. Stuaents' ideas are listed cv. the semantic map in categories which organize the words in
a reasonable and related manner. These details or related words/ideas are written around
the main word/topic.

5. Discurion of the semantic map is perhaps the most important part of the activity. Here
skirl -4e. see how words/ideas are related, learn new words and find new meanings for
wo, alr ,ady know. During discussion the teacher will focus on ,!-Ie ideas most
appropriate tc the lesson being taught, add new related ideas to the mao, and help
students to identify those ideas which do not appropriately fit The map.



SENANTO© NAP
...for vocabulary development

Initiation

The instrotor writes the word or concept to be studied on the blackboard and asks students to think of as
many words as they can related to that word/concept. An alternate question to Initiate the activity is 'What
do you think of when you see the word (topic)?"

interaction

In small groups or as a whole group, the students brainstorm a list of words related to the key
word/concept. These words are written on a sheet of paper or on the blackboard in a list.

Amami=

Construct the group semantic map by writing the brainstormed words in categories around the key
word/concept. Have students suggest labels for these cctegories, if possible. The instructor may add
words or ideas to appropriately complete the group semantic map. Discuss the group's semantic map,
pointing out relationships and differences among words. Have students point out new words they
reamed from this map as well as new meanings for words they already knew.

Expansion

Have students look for words in the semantic rr.....p as they read an appropriate story. Students may also be
asked to write a paragraph or short story. Students may also be asked to write a paragraph or short story
using the words/concept from the semantic map.
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SENAMO© NAP
...before reading

The activity integrates information from several sourccs to build students' background knowledge for a
topic to be studied. The instructor prepares for this activity by choosing several materials which provide
information on the topic. Tness materials could include posters pictures, maps, easy-to-read trade
books, filmstrips, various high-interest, low-vombulary reading materiao2 and textbook or basal materials_

101 tam

The teacher writes the topic' on the blackboard, drawu cl circle around the word, and tells stuuu3ts this
topic will be studied. The teacher lists key vocabul y words on the blackboard, including a context phrase
or sentence for each word.

)ntaraction

Write each key word on the semantic map as a category heading. Discuss each word, listing details
students already know about these category headings in red chalk. Ask students to skim the aasal
textbook to find the key words in context. Discuss the uses/meanings of those words in the text and write
those ideas on the semantic map in white chalk. (The different colored chalk indicates informvtion from
different sources.) Have students review the other materials (e.g._ posters, filmstrips, library books) to find
additional information which fits or relates to the categories on ihe °mantic map. Write these ideas on the
map in blue chalk.

Application

Have sludents read the textbook matcr!M. stopping at the end of each section to add information to the
semantic map. Write this information in white chalk to indicate that the information came from the textbook
When the semantic map is completed, the teacher uses the map to help the students summarize or recap
the information about the topic.

Evansion. Students use the semantic map to write a summary of the important facts and details about
the topic.



SEINCINTIM
...after reading

=Ian
Tell students they are going to read a story about "(toplc)N. The tJacher should provide enough context
for the upcoming reading to holp students make predklions about what they think will happen in this
story. Intro:Woe any key vocatrulary words in context and then have studant8 read the story silently.

Jnteraction

Wnle the title of the story in the center of the blackboard and draw a circle around it. On lines drawn from
the circle, write key concepts or themes Iron, the stoly. For example, these concepts/themes can include
how the characters look, important problems and episodes In the story, how the chara 'ers feel or react,
and outcomes of the story. Students suggest ideas for each of, t se concepts/h;emes based on what
they remember from the story. Their ideas are written on the map.

\O"
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Application

The teaa and students recap the story by reviewing the semantic map. Students then reread the story
(orally or .tly) to look for other important information that was not included on the map. As students
find n6w information through this guided reading, it is added to the map.

Expansion

Students use the completed map to guide retelling of the story. If appropriate, have students role-play or
act out the story. The map can also be used to structure a writing activity in which students write a
summary of the story using the information on the map.
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Metacognition

(Knowledge and
control of self;
knowledge and
control of process)

Examples of Using.More Advanned Thinking Skills

in chapter 1 Classroom Situations

(based on categories fmm Dimensions of Thinking, ASCD)

READING

Students write/predict the
ending or beginning to a
story.

Student decides to reread
a paragraph to make sure
s/he unders'ands the
author's intent.

Critical and Creative
Thinking

(Focus is on how the
process is carried out)

Students look for
other solutions to
a problem than how it
ls resolved in a story.

MATHEMATICS

Studentsdiscuss and
plan a method for
soMng a problem.

Oae student explains
to another why a/he
chose to solve a problem

Lusing a curtain strategy.

Students look for the
pattern used by another
for generating a sequence
of numbers.

Students generate their
own sequence of numbers
using a pattern of their
choice.

Thinking Proc3sses

(Broader in scope;
longer time to complete;
"macrd processes;
overlap, semi-ordered)

C:udents write their own
story based upon one
character of their choice
from a different story.
They must plan the story,
write the story, and
explain why they feel the
new lits" the character.

SNdents explore polygons
with 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
sides by looking for
relationships between the
number of sides and other
properties. They use this
information for predicting
patterns when there are
nore sides.

Core Thinking Skills

(Essential to other
dimensions; depend on
process and content
area; microprocess)

After reading a story,
students are paired with
the stated purpose of
asking each oth
questions--to clarify,
justify, add information.

33
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Students draw pictures
to represent a problem
situation.

Students use Cuisenaire
rods to help them solve
computation problems.
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it?

Listening to Students

Appreciating Individuality and Openness

Encouraging Open Discussion

Promoting Active Learning

Accepting Students' Ideas

Allowing Time to Think

Nurturing Confidence

Giving Facilitative Feedback

Appreciating Students° Ideas

Some: Raths, Louis E. et al., (1986) Teaching for Thinking
Teachers College, Columbia University, N.Y .
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Reading Instruction
in the Schools

Improving Students' Critical Thinking Skills

EUZABETH 1:AYNES BURNETT and PAUL CONRAD BERG

Reeclent research conducted by the National Assess-
nt of Educational Progress (NAEP) shows that

there have been slight declines in inferential comprehen-
sion skills among 17-year-olds (Brown 1983). According
to an article in the National Assessment of Educational
Progress Newsletter (1981), results of tests showed that
while reading abilities of 17-year-olds in literal com-
prehension and reference skills remained stable during
the years between 1971 and 1980, their inferew 41 com-
prehension skills declined 2.1 percentage points. In ad-
dition, wine of these declines occurred among the most
academically able students. Although 17-year-olds' per-
formance in literal comprehension nationally was un-
changed over the 1970-80 decade, between the assess-
ments conducted in 1974-75 and in 1979-80, there vivre
declines in literal conprehension skills in some of the
groups (NAEP :981). Such findings lead one to wonder
abe,t the nature of reading comprehension instruction
at various grade levels and, in particular, about how
reading comprehension should be approached in the
middle school and high school.

While this slight decline in higher-level thinking skills
may be explained by a combination of several factors, at
least pan of the explanation may relate to the nature of
leading instruction itself. Today, many teachers ap-
proach reading as a series of skills taught in a planned
sequence. in this process, the student's comprehension
is directed solely by the textbook, and even by work-
book drill or other ilterCISCI related to the textbook, and
does not necessarily require in-depth response or ar-
ticulation on the student's part.

Experience and observation have shown that r ny
teschers use this process because it may be less ume-
consuming with large numbers of students who have a
wide range of reading levels. It seems that much time is

Dr. &met is an associate professor in secondary
education, and Dr. Berg is a professor in reading educa-
tion, University of South Carolina.

spent in the middle school and in the high school on
workbook drills or on exercises that require brief
answers and do not encourage the student to Interpret
the material that has been read. If the student is unable
to interpret the material, his comprehension may be
very limited.

The Durkin titudy Related to
Comprehension Instruction

In a study to determine whether comprehension was
being taught in reading and sodal studies classes in
grades three through six, Durkin found almost no com-
prehension instruction In the classes observed (Durkin
1978-79). In social studies classes, teachers apparently
did not view social studies as a time for reading instruc-
tion. They spent most of the time having students mas-
ter facts and cover subject matter, rather than improve
reading comprehension. In reading classes, time was
spent with written assignments, rote drills, workbooks,
exercises, and ditto sheets. While students completed
written work, teachers checked answers or corrected
papers. Durkin concluded that "the overwhelming in-
fluence of workbooks and other assignment sheets was
unexpected" (Durkin 1978-79, p. 524). In the classes
obsesved, teachers used questioning mainly for the pur-
pose of assessment, with emphasis on correctness of
answers, rather than on hnprovement of comprehen-
sion. In addition, it seemed that from the time students
became independent readers, teachers increased their
written assignments and decreased their reading instnic-
lion (Durkin 1978-79).

In the classes observed in the Durkin study, written
assignments took up much time, with heavy emphasis
on the number of assignment sheets and exercises, in-
crease of paperwork, the number of correct answers
even, and filling in a blank space. In such classrooms
the teaching of ree becontes equivalent with doing
an sctivity, having an exercise monitored or checked,
and writing a short answer. Reading is viewed as a set of
discrete and isolated basic skills, and oevelopment of
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the skills is accomplished mechanically, with emphasis
more on assessment than on comprehension instruction.

Reading Instruction In the Middle School
and High School

Educators are generally aware th se complexity of
the adva.nced (beyond fourth grade) reading process re-
quires the mastery of new content, new vocabulary,
multiple meanings, connotative use of words, and criti-
cal evaluation. Reading educators have debated whether
the reading process consists of the development of a
seties of skills taught in a sequence, whether h is best
mastered by the student's own response to the textual
material, or whether reading consists of both processes
interacting at specific stages of reading development.
When the student interprets and evaluates textual
material, comprehension is thought of as a more com-
plex process that requires thinking skills on the part of
the reader.

A combined approach, on the other hand, requires
both the mastery of basic skills and increased reader
response. It would hardly seem possible for advanced
reading to develop witho arly instruction in basic
reading skills, as well as student's gradually in-
creased ability to interpret subject matter. While
teaching a planned series of textbook skills may be more
effective in the elemental-a stases ai reading, an ap-
proach which requires diaiogue from the student should

used increasingly for advanced reading after ihe stu-
dent has learned decoding. Therefore, a combined ap-
proach that requires more and more interpretation by
the reader should be the main strategy ued for reading
instruction in the middle school and in the high school.
Several recommended strategies for use in this combined
approach with inereasing emphasis on the reader's
response are described below.

Peletacognitive Techniques

In the combined approach to rt _ding instruction
desclibed above, the teacher of middle scaool or hiah
sch_ _I should use various metacognitivc or thinking
techniques to help the student monitor what he or she
knows about a selection being read. This process is
ongoing and cumulatWe during the act of reading. That
is, before reading, the student assesses what he or she
already knows about the selection, and, Caring the read-
ing, the student maintains a continuous consciousness
about what is being learned and organizes the informa-
tion accorcP n to the tetrpose for which it is being read.
The most widely used devices for initiating and main.
raining this process are formulas that begin, for exam
pie: "Survey before you read, raise quesf!ons about
what you need to gain from the article, and then rtad
the article, organizfrg your thoughts in relation to the

Instruction 209

purpose that caused you to read the selection."
Whatever the want of these r etacognitive devices, they
all have in common tiee step. : 3 thinking pattern that,
if fo',:owed, will lead the stutiat to think consciously
about the information developed by the writer and then
organize the acctimulating facts, opinions, or whatever
the writer has written into an organized, logical parterel.

Semantic Mapp:ng

One technique to aid the student in thinking about the
material is the t224 of semantic mapping. Metacognitively,
the various techniques that fa under the rubric of se-
mantic mapping are related to the previously mentioned
systems of "survey, question, and read." However, se-
mantic mapping goes a step further and shows the
reader how to develop an orotnized visual pattern of
the accumulating data. These maps that the reader
draws, either during the reading or al the end of a
semantic unit (for example, after each paragraph or
after units of paragraphs), are graphic arrangements
showing how the ideas and details within a unit or selec-
tion are related, with the major idea placed in a center
block or circle, and the secondary ideas or supporting
facts placed in circles at the end of spokes radiating
from the central idea within the circle. Aby ehird or ter-
tiary order of ideas or details will appear in small circles
at the end of spokes radiating fruln the secondary idea
circle. There are many variations on this format. These
art illustrated in a recent article by Sinatra Ct al (1986)
in the Journal of Reading and also in a recent Interna-
tional Reading Association (:RA) publication (Heimlich
and Pittelinan 1986).

Integrating Reading and Writing

Another technique for monitoring what the student
knc ws is that of integrating reading and writing instruc-
tion. Teachers have generally found that one way to im-
prove reading is to have students write down experiences
or stories and read what they have written to peers or to
themselves. Since writing development begins early in
the educational process, young children should be en-
couraged to scribble, draw pictures, and write letters
and words as early as they are interested in these ac-
tivities. In the early gradea they should be encouraged to
write down stories, poems, experiences, and feelings to
be shared with their peers. Many educators feel that
children should generate a great deal of "free" writing,
uehampered by intense correction, in the earle years of
schooling. In the middle a later years, their wnting
should reflect more discipline as it develops more shape
and form.

One principle of learning that teachers generally
recognize is that students learn more and retain material
longer if the material is presented in a context that has
meaning for them. In the book Teacher, Ashton-
Warner (1%3) described a method of teaching young
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children to read by writing on a card a single word from
their own experience, giving the card to them, and giv-
ing them a new card each day. In this way young chil-
dren learned to read words that were meaningful to
them.

In the past few years, a number of studies have indi-
cated a substantial positive correlation between reading
and writing abilities (Haynes 1978). Consequently,
many educators have recommended that reading and
writing experiences be integrated in the mirriculum.
These experiences should be on the student's level of in-
terest :cid understanding and woven into a meaningful
context with classroom subject matter. In one article,
Atwell points orr that children need to read, write,
speak, and listen not to build skills, but to communicate
with each other (Atwell 1983). In another article, Silvers
(1986) contends that when teachers teach reading and
writing as related processes rather than as isolated skills,
greater learning occurs.

Questioning

Another strategy is that of asking questions during
the learning process to facilitate comprehension. Ques-
tions should be used to give students an opportunity to
think about what they have read and thus enhance com-
prehension. In order to reinforce what students know,
questions should require students to articulate their
thinking.

A recent pl lication by the College Entranc2 Exami-
nation Board stresses the importance of students being
involved actively in the learning process by asking and
answering questions, tninking, and articulating about
the material so that they can use the information they
are processing as they read (College Entrance Examina-
tion 13, 4rd 1985). Further, one way to involve students
in reading is described in an article by Shoop as a
method of "investigative ciuestioning," in which
students conduct a dialogue with each other or with
themselves, mentally asking and answering their own
questions to involve readers with the narrative text
(Shoop 1986). Also, Christenbury and Kelly report
definite benefits of questioning in aiding students in the
comprehension of content; questions can help students
to imd their own "voice" and to develop critical think-
ing skills through exploration, argument, and interac-
tion with peers (Christenbury and Kelly 1983).

It seems that teachers generally pose more lower-
order, convergent questions to students of lower ability.
Some research indicates, however, that higher-order
questions benefited low-ability students the most
(Christenbury and Kelly 1983). It may be concluded that
teachers should try more divergent questions with
lower-cbility students and not limit their questions to
the type that elicit mere concrete facts.

Further, Christenbury and Kelly conclude that there
is a place in the curriculum for both convergent and
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divergent questions (Christenbury and Kelly, 1983). It
seems safe to say that all students should have a variety
of different types of questions. Some questions may ask
for factual information, bat probably most questions
should ask for more than the facts tl students should
learn. Perhaps the best kind of question a teacher can
use is the kind which stimulates critical thinking ability.

Conclusion
In conclusion, teachers should be more aware of in-

cluding questions and strategies to foster skills in critical
thinking and evaluation among students. Drills may be
necessary for practice and for the reinforcement of skill
development; they are undoubtedly more effective when
the teacher makes clear the purpose and the thought
process of the lesson. The exclusive use of drills,
however, is far too limited for the student who must
learn to think for himself. In !he advanced stages of
reading, the student must make continuous choices be-
tween what to discard and what to think critically
about. In order to make inferences and to think criti-
cally, the student mun use a combined process of
decoding textual information and responding to the
material, with a gradual increase in evaluating and
restructuring the material. The advanced reader must be
challenged to develip from the reading material the
kind of dialogue that arises as he relates the subject mat-
ter to his growing knowledge and experience to form
new patterns of thinking.
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ToNfivard Asking th
The Beautiful, the Pretty, and the Big Messy:ories,

ROBERT J. KLOSS

many years ago when an undergraduate, I ran
across this saying of e.e. cummings: "Always

the beautifol answer who asks a more beautiful ques-
tion. Endhanted by its syntax, 1_ became enthralled by
its intuitive, powerful twit. When I became first a high
school teacher and then a college professor, I conscien-
tiously worked at practicing the skill of asking beautiful
questions. I admit that some were perhaps merely pretty
and quite a few downright unly, but more often than not
they were real questions and not absolute statements of
what I myself beliesed to be true of anYthing. After
more than twenty-live/ears of reasonable success, I was
surprised:when obsisving_colleagues' classessthat so few
elealknOng qiieitions weal psis of the negotiation of
meintinguking place. Afsaid thas my pet-Song wiped-
-emu Wen skewed in some way, I. reviewed the literature
on questioningin classroorns-on

The news was, as so much of h see* jo be these days
in educatioq, bad. Recent research to-determine whether
teachers are asking- tigher-leVel qUestions shows the
answer repeatedly to be an unquaiilled and resounding
no. Delve Dairies 0986) has rePorted that 93 percent of
the questions_ asked by elementary and seeondary
teachers weseat the literal level of comprehension, and
538 percent of the students answersregardless of the
teaching style and grade leve1=--were also at this, the
totyest level of cognitive skills. Daines has impiicated
reathers' communication habits in this discouraging
finding, concluding that the "constant model of =king
literal questions and rereating students' answers to low
order questions seems to connote to .14dent: Mal
teachen octet them to perform at the factual and mall
byel of thinking" (p. 373). These results are particularly
depressing when one note: that more than half a century
ago, Stevens (1912) discovered that two-thirds of the
questions asked in a typical classroom required only

Dr. Xloss is a professor of English al The William
Patmon College of New Jersey In Wayne, New Jetsey.
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recitation of a mgnorized text 34 a sasbf4tosiS-- -

CarolaBarstes003. nas studi;
educi4n (1$13)i.OPit
sion: ":0*** **
by College pinfeaspia,
the lowesttiignitiii-

4400::
ant cilhi.
institution, weef--on

59Vdrive,Melts.rY fa).
Barnes, was elearirY= disapPa4ited. ShOintigpated: Oat

beet*ni Oirs.**014-foOtingy
tual hsfOrtriation and that advanced akt:..4Seeklitgijd- be
expected, "than, 'to sysitheitza and relitk-conCiPt.-S, to
draw hYrridlelea, a214-41.1****Pin:th4.441-04-laaP-
pen" (p. Reprd*4 of stibj* lot leyel, teachers'
questioning,strategies finained sisilej_k the same.

Funher, the ontlpek -for imptirietne4is not good. In
her synthesitintrerearch on the uSa;OrqneStiOning- in
teaching, Gall (1984) concloded that.pkii for (*has
to use more higher-kvel questionrustiallic fall on deaf
ears because they tend primarily to help gudenti learn
the curriculum, which is textbook driven. Wolf (1987),
in "The Art of Questioning," agrees and adds that
teachers tend to ask many rote questions because their
classes are too heterogeneous to do otherwise, and
because they theirmlves are aware that skillful question
asking must be constant and consistent so that it
tecomes ST art, unconsciously practiced. Since their
superiors do not value this art highly, however, few
teachers are willing- to devote time and- energy to
cultivating it. Meat are content with the status quu
routine of covering the text by June.

In the -eanclueion of 'her study, however, Barnes
points out a direction to remedy this situation. She-sug-
gests that if eritkarthinising is a stated goal, questioning
levels and &terns may not be as important as looking
harder at the matter of cognitive skills. It is thus possi-
ble for instmetors to concentrate on critical thinking
strategies.and simultaneously improve their questioning
skills in the clastroom.

As most teachers know, many lists of cognitive skills
have been delineated. Multiple taxonomies, from Stern-
berg's (1985) psycholcgical schema to Lipman's (1977)
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philosophical one, are available for any educator's con-
sideration. Joan Gubbins (1985) of the Connecticut
State Department of Education has surveyed most of
these and produced a matrix of thinking skills that in-
corporates those listed by most theorists. That brief het
formulated by Benjamin Bloom (1956) is in my ex-
perience probably most useful for considering the rela-
tionship of cognitive levels to question asking. The six
kvels set forth in this taxonomy provide not only a

4tnicturel model foe the creation of questions but also a
means of assessment and evaluation, increasingly im-
portant in these days of calls for accountability.

Bloom posited six cognitive operations in r 'eierarchy
in which the operation above subsumes all those
preceding it. Moving from lowest to highest, these levels
are fvst, that of knowledge, a prereqeiieite .c:or all opera-
tions to follow. Comprehension b the next level, on
which one must go beyond knowledge by understanding
what one knows. At the next level is application, higher
her..ause one must be able to apply what he has corn-
prehended. Then comes analysis, in which the in.
dividual must be able to break down into its parts the
koowledge applied and comprehended. Higher still is
synthesis, which requires the creative combination of
knowledge analyzed from several domains. Fmally,
evalearbn, the highest operation, requires critical ap-
prairel of the knowledge one has analyzed and syn-
thesized.

Teachers who want to improve their questions,
whether for essay tests or class discussions, will discover
that constructing them on Bloom's model wil :Aake
their task muh simpler. In so doing, they will also
guarantee a mix of questions on all cognitive levels and
constrain studeets to perform the necessary critical
thinking to answer them.

Several years ago, I formulate;i a series of questions
for the study of Huckleberry Fina. The following are a
sampling used specifically for discussion of Chapter 32,
the crieica/ point in tiuck's young life when he decides
not to tent his friend and traveling companion Jim,
Miss Wmson's slave, in to the authorities, choosing in-
stead to "go to hell." Each question is preceded by the
cognitive level, a defloition, and examples of verbs used
to create questions appropriate to that level:

Knowledge is the ability to remember material
previously learned. The verbs that direct the perform-
ance of mis sk2e are words such as defme, describe,
lentify, name, and state. Question: when Huck

decides not to turn Jim in to the authorities and tears up
the lette- to Miss Watson, what does he say?

Comprehension is the ability to grasp tlle meaning of
material. Verb ndicating the performance of this skill
re, for example, describe, explain, restate, summarize,
and paraphrase. Quest: 1: Why does Huck decide no!
to turn Jim in? Explain.

February

Application is the ability to use learned material in
new, concrete situations. This operation can be assessed
by such verbal directives as interpret, use, Wustrate,
demonstrate, relate, and sc. a Question: Han you ever
stood by * re:end wnen he or she was in serious trouble?

Analysi5 is the ability to break down material into its
components so that its organizational structure can be
understood. This skill is indicated by such verbe as
distinguish, compare, contrast, analyze, and select.
Question: Compare Huck's reasons for turning Jim in
to his reasons for not doing so. What tips the balance,
finally?

Synthesis is the ability to put parts together in such a
way as to form a new whole. This opera:ion can be
assessed by use of verbs such as compose, create,
hypothesize, devise, design, and construct. Question:
Construct a situation in which yon would feel justified
in standine by a friend who had, as Jim had, broken the
law.

Evaluation is the ability to judge the value of material
for a given purpose. This can be assessed by verbs like
judge. evaluate, choose, estimate, and crt:Aze. Ques-
tion: In your judgmeot, is it better to beteey a friend
than to betray the government? Why or why not?

Similarly, questions can be constructed to explore
other forms of literature. The following illustrate
possibilities for study of Robert irost's "Stopping by
Woods on a Snowy E-.ening":

Knorledge: Who is the narrator of the poem and
what is *ois situation?
Comprehension: Explain :he dilemma the narrator
experiences.

* Applieation: Have you ever fottnd yourself torn be-
tween two choicce like these?

O Analysis: Distingui* between needs and responsi-
bilities. Give exampler
Synthesis: Hypothesize what would happen if we all
chose ether responsibility or need each time we faced
such a choice.
Evaluation: Evaluate the effectiveness of the poem's
statement by answering the following question: 'Ohtee
weeks ago you agreed to go to a rock concert with two
close friends. Two days before the concert, someone
you have been dying to go Jut with for a long time
calls you and asks you out for the same evening.
What do you do?

Bloom's hierarchy can also be used to examine
writing skills and teach linguistic concepts, sometuncs in
a literary context. Students usually have difficulty with
Shakespeare'. and Thaucer's language and with dialects
that are unf iliar to them whether black vernacular
English, Yiddish, or any of the varieties of modern
ii nerican speech. The following questions would thus
be appropriate for en examination of the opening

P 5
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tearagraphs of Huckleberry Futn, whicle introduce the
narrator and central character

e Knowledge: Wha haracteristics of Huck's language
make it differer from the language you hear
every day?
Comprehension: Explain how Twain uses Huck's
language to develop his character.
Application: Where and when have you ever used or
heard any of the expressions Huck uses?
Analysh: Why are expressions of Huck's, such as
"ain't" and "rmuldn't stand it no longer," con-
demned by Ensensh teachers?
Synthesis: Crense two situaticns, one in which it
would be "wrong" fot you to use an expression of
Huck's and one in which it wnuld be "right."

o Evaluatton: Does your language tell other people 23
much about you as Huck's tells you about hiro?

It should be emphasized that the questions are not
!womanly to be asked in the order listed but employed
as the teacher fmds useful or consenieut. Questions of
evaluation can begin a lesson; questions of knowledge
tan end one. As the teacher becomes more skilled in
questioning, the lesson will develop its structure organi-
cally out of the inquiry itself.

Collins and Stevens (1982) have concluded that in-
quiry methods at indeed effective in "teaching think-
ing skil/s and in teaching deen understanding of rules or
thenrie " (p. 97). And Dtakin and Biddie (1974), more
sperifically, have derrenstrated through resta.-ch that
employing Bloom's tenonomy works in cla.ssroom ques-
tioning. Teachers trained and induced to use it produce
students more likely to use h themselves. This latter
result overcomes e ne of tne obstacles that Gall (1984)
found to interfere with effective querioningstudents
needing to learn the respore e requirements of diffuent
types of questions. Gall saw the answer process to con-
sist of a number of steps in wlech students first attend to
the question, decipher its meaning, generate a silent
answer, and finally give an oven one, which they revise
as needed.

Students who themselves practice creating questions
oa Bloom's paradigm beeome proficient as well in
answering question.. I make it e habit to require
students to create questions, oceasionally even on tests.
In one of me linguistics tests, for instance, I quote from
a dialect atlas a paragraph that discueses the variant
pronunciatioes of the word "aunt." This passage In-
dians that, up and down the Eastern seaboard, each
pronunciation is consjered either a mark of cultivation
or of ill-breeding by one social class or another. The
questions that follow the passage are:

1. What is the CorTeCt ronunciation of "aunt"?
2. How can yon rewrite the fu. question so that it can

be more reasonably answeted?

en:A
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Most students recognize through this exercise that
values do not inhere in language but are imposed from
without, and that their !WA question must both reflect
this and elicit an answeer more complex than a simple
?islet or wrong. In performing this operation, they thus
move from knowledge to critical evaluation on Bloom's
levels. An instructor consciously using the hietarchy can
soon develop questioning techniques that move students
from facts to more highly complex ideas, perhaps even
to insight, in any subject In the curriculum.

Indeed, Metfessel et al. (1971) have tnade the
teacher's job easier by tabutering, for both the cognitive
and affective domains, the goening verbs and direct
objects that commonly tccomp ey them. For instance,
on the level sel knowledge, some of the verbs nre
identify, recognize; some of the direct objects are prop-
ernt, examples, symbob, mks. These tabulations ena-
ble instructors to write educational objectives that are
more meaningful, and they direct us tt another advan-
tage CIT the taxonomy. Any teacher who uses it will of
nemesity be clarifying his own objectives with precise
language and simultaneously providing the means to as-
sess the success or failure of the lesson. Some of my ob-
jectives in the exercise on the word "aunt," for in-
stance, would be stated as follows: (1) The student will
be able to comprehend a primary linguistic source
(Comprehension). (2) The student will be able to inter-
pret the rignificance of variants in pronunciation (Ap-
plication). (3) The student will be able to judge the sig-
nificance of the pronunciation in relation to social class
(Evaluation).

To the degree that uudents display these abilities in
their answers the question has been successful. Careful
free ling of questlons at the beginning automatically
bueds in the means of fmal assessment.

Asking questions is a slower means of teaching than
lecturing. The refleenive teacher must, however, make a
reasonable cost-benefit analysis. Teachers aill fmd that
at fuse they must slow up as they and their climes
become accustomed to the new questioning style. But
eventuelly they resume their pace, having gained in-
creased student learning and improved student attitudes
toward learning itself. Dave Schumaker (1985) describes
vividly the transformasion in his studente as a result of
hiaher-order quettionL e. "They pay attention; they
listen to each other and give answers that show they are
thinking about what thee ese going .o say. I fmd that
the quality of their questicning has gen ?roved; they
seem to have a better understanding of the concepts and
are showing imprevement in tests and written work" (p.
130).

Schumaker's experience is testimony to the success of
inquiry methods and speaks eloquently to most of the

ejections teactiers raise to questioning as a classroom
technique. In addition, it addresses and demonstostes
how to solve a problem that Wolf (1987) notedteach.

:.tes,seanaes
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ers tend to monopolize discussions and students almost
never address each other in class. Asking questions,
then, can help the teacher step back a little and allow
those who should be most involved in liearningthe
studentscome forward al full and equal participants
in the collaborative advennuc a the mind.

If an introduction to Benjamin Bloom's (1956) tax-
onomy does not magically allow one to create an in-
stantly "more beautiful" question, it does at least help
the instructor formulate pretty out. And these ques-
tions guide students' critical thinking toward asizing
themselves Lie big messy questions each of us is called
upon to answer daily both in class and in life. Students
can learn to curd a question in a text, a document, a
painting, or a musical piece and, having found it, begin
to address an answer. Hopefully, they also become
aware that there just might be many answers to tne same
significant question. All of my stucitnts are requireid to
beco.he more aware, reflective, and articulate. Asking
and answering questions together daily helps them and
me move a little closer to this objective.
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Workshop- Goals

As a result of this workshop, participants will:

understand the requirements for teaching advanced
skills specified in Chapter 1 instruction;

become familiar with current research and with term-
inology and issues associated with critical thinking and
advanced skills;

learn specific.strategies for integrating advanced skills
in Chapter 1 instruction.

Transparnicy 3
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PURPOSES OF CHAPTER 1

To improve the educational opportunities
of educationally deprived children by
helping them:

improve ach!evement in basic and more
advanced skills



Source: Section 147 1 of the Augustus F.
Hawkins-Robert T. Stafford, Elementary and
Secondary Sc Awl Improvement Amendments
of 1908
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Compensatory programs
focused almost exclusively
on lower order basic skilismsme
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Th
about Chapter 1 students:

They have less ability.

They have no lanouage.

They can only learn through
a restricted qurriculum.

They cannot learn to think
critically until they have
mastv ad the basics.

Transparency 9
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Studies show that academically
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from the teaching of thinking
strateglesa

Students dtp not remember,
especially over an extenead
period, what is not meaningful
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problem solving

analysis
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A prerequisite for human survival
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Adapted from "Dimensions of Thinklng...," (1988), ASCD, 46.
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Source:
Raths, Louis E. et al., Teaching for Thinking:
Teachers College, Columbia University, N.Y. N.Y. 1986
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